Business for Biodiversity
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Why commit to

?

Anticipate/respond social demand
• 90 % people worried about biodiversity loss (YouGov 2018);
• 5 alarming regional IPBES reports, first synthesis on May, 6th 2019
October 2020 COP15 in China expected to make history:
business interest is to participate to this success
is a ready-made initiative built by business
• Several companies and partners already engaged
• Pledge is adapted to all businesses
• Scientifically solid, recognized by stakeholders
Strong benefits in the longer term
• Learning by doing: risks and opportunities;
• Connect climate change and biodiversity action;
• Mobilise your employees, encourage bottom-up approach;
• Build a stronger business legitimacy on biodiversity.
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Common & individual commitments
10 common commitments

+
Specific individual commitments

Specific

Signed by CEO

Measurable
Additional
Realistic
Time-bound
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SMART
Progress-oriented
approach
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International visibility growing
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Who can commit to

?

Act4nature may be a tool to implement a biodiversity policy
within your company…

… or to refine the one you have already developed.
Each individual commitment is binding only on the company
that pledged that commitment.
As a company, no matter your size, you are welcome to join the
act4nature initiative.

This initiative is geared to businesses only. If you are a public
entity, a federation or an NGO, you will not be able to commit to
act4nature.
There is no cost associated with your membership.
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How to commit to

?

Get acquainted with existing commitments within the act4nature
booklet (http://www.act4nature.com/en/);
Acknowledge the impacts, direct and indirect, and dependencies
of your activities;
Raise your CEO’s awareness on biodiversity in view of 2020,
explaining how your company can provide solutions: there is no
single answer but a wide range of feasible actions;
Get the ten common commitments signed by your CEO;
Draft your individual SMART commitments that need to be
concrete and specific to your activity, and send them to us before
31/12/2019;
For more information, contact the act4nature secretariat:
engagement@act4nature.com. The secretariat will have your
commitments proofread by the relevant partners.
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What are SMART commitments?
Specific: range of actions that are directly or indirectly linked with
biodiversity.
Measurable: possibility to monitor their implementation through
indicators of direct and indirect impacts, risks and progress and to
identify, monitor and evaluate the effects on the state of biodiversity
and on the evolutions of stakeholder’s behaviors.
Additional: that goes beyond mere compliance with current
legislation or regulation, but also beyond current and past actions of
the company, and results in positive, significant, tangible, direct or
indirect impacts on biodiversity without negative impacts.
Realistic: consistent with the company’s activities as a whole, be it in
terms of avoiding and reducing negative impacts or implementing
measures beneficial to biodiversity. The objectives are defined
proportionally to the company’s size, means and activities.
Time-bound: the objectives and planned actions evolve and are
incorporated in an ambition that is ratcheted up regularly, in order to
improve the ecological performance of the company. It is a true
program with an explicit duration and implementation dates.
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Download:
http://www.act4nature.com/en/
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Thank you for your attention!
http://www.act4nature.com/en/
engagement@act4nature.com
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